
betong
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Play
book



spot: spot:

note: note:

ball:ball:

18
shoot-in

1
straight lane

  BoF Lorenzo Ciompi, 
Reisinger Walter Erlbruch (grønn)

 BoF Peter Eisenschmidt

   Play from hour 9-10 
right bound quite late, 
ace direct or with comeback 
from right



2
ball:

Stonehenge
17

ball:

open tunnel

15

note:

ball:

terrace

spot: spot:

note: note:

.

spot: 4
kiosk

note:

ball:

spot:

 
BoF Markus Berger ÖM 2007 KL

    BoF Paolo Porta 1998 KL, 
BoF Remo Zaugg SM 2007 KL,
3D Praha 2002 KL

 

  SV 36, Reisinger 24, Mg 5 

 

   3D 263, 3D 363, 
SV Askim 93 

    From half left on right 
bound, ace direct or with 
comeback from right

 

  Many ball 20-25 cm jump
quite soft (depend on the speed 
you want to play). 
All left play to the right, ace with
comeback from the right

 Straight from the middle, 
ace only direct (about 60%)

 Play straight from the 
middle and pass right to the 
hole (15-20 cm)



14

note:

ball:

stones

3

note:

ball:

oyster

spot:

spot:

tube corner
16

ball:

 note: 

spot:

   BoF Mainz, 
BoF Bianca Zodrow,
3D 873, 3D 872, Mg 2, Mg 21   Mg Turbo 2r

    BoF Christian Roselieb, 
BoF Goiorani 2008, 
BoF Roland Mittelberger

 

   You can play straight 
with balls like BoF Schwab 
dark green or BoF TMV Herren. 
From 1/2 left  a bit to the left. 
Or you can play 3 bounds shot 
with BoF Goiorani 2008 kl but 
only direct ace

    Just play slow and 
hope (50%)

 Straight from the middle,
ace with comeback from 
right (about 70%)

note:

5
ball:

velo-
drome

   Fast rotation ball like 
Mg Turbo 2 just touch the ball on 
the bound very slow and wait that 
goes in (95%)

 

spot:



ball:

8

note:

ball:

volcano

6

note:

ball:

moat

11

note:

ball:

wall

13

note:

double velo

spot: spot:

spot: spot:

DM 085, Reisinger BO 

 BoF Peter/Sandra Nordin 

 

   From all left play a bit 
right and slow. Ace direct 
or with comeback from 
right but with perfect speed

 3D 323, 3D 423,
3D Balla-Balla 0, 3D Porto
M&G Samtpfötchen Green,

 Reisinger Barese, 
Reisinger SEM 2002

 You can play right bound 
with 3d 323, 423, Bof Hilzingen 
or left bound with reisinger 
illertissen 2010 rl, mg boabdil, 
mg samtpföchten green. 
Ace from right side. 
I prefer left bound (play harder 
and make it with some spin) 

 3D 443 or whatever you 
like (not too slow) play straight 
from 1 cm right to the centre



7

note:

ball:

10

note:

ball:

triple hill

12

note:

ball:

wide angle

spot:

hammer
cage

spot:

spot:

9
open corner

note:

ball: Reisinger Barese, 
Reisinger SEM 2002

  SV Switzerland 2000 KX, 
BoF Ciompi 2008 kr, other 
unlaquered balls jump 60 cm. 

DM 087 ....

  BoF San Romolo 2000, 
BoF Christina Nestler, 
BoF Andrea Manuel,
Reisinger Luxembourg

  

 

  You can play on the right 
stone with BoF San Romolo 2000, 
BoF Mittelberger 2000 or straight 
with dead soft balls like 
Reisinger Barese, BoF Bellucci. 
Ace only direct in both cases. I prefer straight

 DM 087, 3D 846 mx or mr. 
Play a little bit left from hour 3, 
very slow shot. concrete fairway 
with no hill. Pass on right side for 
1 rebound ace with speed that 
you can also make the 2nd rebound

 From all right. Play late 
on the bound and make it only 
direct


